
69-01 "January (no date). 1969" lil*ht GineJ-Sevm,, Spai" ~~ " Type E ^
10 fee^L^™ ?"* J*"01*8' in a car. **" a strange creature, about
.not u* ?» in COl°r' and St^.ding beside the road. They "suffereda nervous shock" and would not talk about the ncident. suxfered

Investigator1 Jose Darnaude.(?)

~™£AT^ wi.% Mlester 01"os> "• -aiTB-iCHs..



69"02 January (early). 1969 Night Sdina, Missouri " "/' Type A

"^Mrs. Adeline Davis (37) had been asleep when she suddenly found her
self sitting up in bed, looking out the window. Outside, about 6 feet away
she saw a curious object, shaped like two deep bowls put together rlm-to-rim
but separated in the connecting mid-section by a band of windows; the obiect
was resting on 3 legs, and its color was a dark, oli*e-green. The window
directly facing her was lit up, and inside was visible an occupant, apparently
working on something below the level of the window. Mrs. Davis pinned her
arm to be sure she was not dreaming, and went to bathe her face in water. The
figure looked up and, apparently seeing the witness, showed surprise; then he
reached up for something and the" object began backin.- away slowly from the
rfSw t? Vth! f:0Und' Fr°m US b0tt°m Prated a "bent" white beamat light. The object then moved out of Mrs. D.'s view around the corner cf '
the house. In the morning the electrical clocks were all 20 minutes slow;
her neighbors apparently had no such power failure in their homes.

Investigator! Ted Phillips, for APRO.

Source, APRO Bulletin Jan.-Feb. 1971, 1, 3; copy of the investigator's
special report G&73) 1 courtesy of Mr. Phillips.



69"°3 January 6. I969 2100 Pontejos (Santander). Spain Type A

Four anonymous persons in the kitchen of a small cafe saw about 30 yds
away and 15-20 feet above the ground a hovering object with an illuminated
yellow triangle in which were seen several human silhouettes walking back and
forth. These figures met in the center and disappeared; then the lirht went
out, and the outline of a large grey object, shaped like a bowl inverted on a
plate, was discernable. It rose slightly and flew out of sight, illuminating
the surroundings, ^

Investigatort Wanue'l Pedrajo.

Sources! DATA-NET V-4 (April 1971), 21-22; FSR Sp. Bulletin #*, 53;.
Ballester Olmos, V. J., 200 Type I Cases. C'dPOS Publ. 1976. 22
(qu. Phenomenes Spatiaux ^6, Lee. I'//U, 2?-28). ' '



69-04 January 14. 1969 0430 Nr Chllders (Old.), Australia - ---Type-B ,

George Vas and his wife and 2 daughters were asleep in their trailer
when they were awakened by the barking of their dog.,.-and heard a loud noise ,
like the buzzing of a swarm of wasps. It came-from an object shaped li*e a i
sombrero, 25-30 yds in diameter, which was brilliantly violet-luminous.
From this craft descended 3 beings "anout 3 times as large as humans," who
had "blocky arms and legs and shapeless bodies," and emitted a purple and
yellow glow. For about 10 minutes they gathered sugar cane and other plant
specimens, without concern for the observers. Clga Vas said that the beings
descended from the larger craft in a small object similar in shape. At one
point one of the entities moved close enough to the group for Mr. tes to call
out in alarm; the "spaceman" showed no concern and, after picking up several
rocks, moved away. They re-entered their craft and the object took off
vertically; as it did so, the hair on the witnesses' bodies stood up "as if
affected by a form of magnetism."

Investigator!

Sources! FSR XV-3 (May-June 1969), iii (qu..the Qld. Ilews, Jan. 17,
I969); Keith Basterfield's list of Australian CEIiI references,^
p. 11-12 (au. The News, Jan. 17, and North Qld. Register, Ja. 18;.



I

HuraCat # 1032

(corrigendum)

Ab January 15. 1969 Night Jujuy Province. Argentina Type J)

Note the correct date for this report (published early in March). The
exact site la still uncertaini UFOCAT lists a CEIII at Los Alisos, Arg., on
March 3—the date of the release of this story. (I cannot find Los Allsos in
any available atlas, so I can't say whether or not it is in Jujuy Province.)

Sourcet Jean Ferguson, Les Humanoides (Lemeac, Quebec, 1977), p. 32.

(Note1 source gives it as "Jucy" Argentina. Ain't no such place.)



69"05 January 15. 1969 Poole (Dorset), England

(Br reference to David Pike, and the "phantom motorcycle"—no data
in the HSG files, require more information—TB.)

Sourcei Personal from Peter Rogerson to David Webb. Mav 30 19?^
citing LTFOLQG #57, 2. '



69
15*

-06 •January 16, 1969 2030 Las Pajanosas (Seville), Spain Type A

An anonymous man driving from Sxtremadura stopped and got out to inves
tigate a light seen nearby on the ground. When he got to within 600 ft of it
he could see an illuminated rectangle in which several figures were seen
passing by. A dog that was watching the light had its hair raised and was
growling (or howling softly). Alarmed, the witness left the scene. When
he returned a few days later with a friend, 3 apparent landing marks, 6 ft
apart, were found at the site.

Investigator! Felipe Laffitte,.

Sources1 DATA-NET V-4 (April 1971), 23; FSR Sp. Bulletin #4, 54;
.Ballester Olmos, V. J., 200 Type I Cases. CUFOS Publ. I976, 23
(qu. Phenomenes Spatiaux #2b, Dec. 1970, 26).

* Some refs., including DATA-NET, give a January I5 date, and give
the site as Villafranca, Lp's Barros.



;1969 - 3

69-0? January (25),* 1969 2230 Jales (Sao Paulo). Brazil Type B

In the suburbs of Jales, a flying saucer landed on a roadside, and ;two
'occupants were seen. They were 5 ft tall, dressed in white, bareheaded, and
apparently normal human beings. The disc, which stood on a central column,
•left a crater 20" deep. '

* Investigator! -Unknown.

Sourcei Rimes, K., "The Plrassununga Landing," FSR Sp. Bulletin #3
.Sept. 1969), 39 (qu. Sao Paulo Ultima Hora. Jan. 28, I969).

*Da£e is uncertain.



'69-08 .January 31. 1969 'Alexanla. Brazil

(No data in HSG files, require more information—TB.)

Sourcet UFOCat,. citing Nachrichten.



January 31, 1969 2000 Alexania'(Goias?), Brazil Type B

A small "astro-'ship" approached Gen. Moacyr UchQa and his investigating
team on Wilson P. Gusmao's Alexania fazenda, -where UFO phenomena had been fre
quent for more than a year. It made some maneuvers, then landed 100 yards away.
Sr. Gusmao (-who had already had 3 "contacts -with extraterrestrial beings" on
his fazenda) left the group and walked up to within a yard of the vessel, which
he found to be only 6.5 ft long and 3 ft wide, hovering 18" above the ground.
A door opened, and a crewman stood up in the "chalana" (as source calls it.)
He looked at Sr. Gusm&o while manipulating! some-thing on his belt, which G.
thought to be a camera. Then he turned his back, and "as if obeying an order,
a big light arose from the nearby, ridge." The man (undescribed) then again
faced Sr. G.; he put his hand to his belt again, which caused a luminous halo
to surround his body. After this the onlookers could see him only as a ball of
light. Then, with a little gesture, he slipped down again into the "chalana",
which took off rapidly.

Investigators: SBEDV and Gen. Moacyr UchQa.

Source: SBEDV Special Bulletin (1975), pp. 28-30, citing:
(1) SBEDV Bull. 69/70, p. 102 i
(2) FSR Case Histories #12, p. 15
(3) " " " « #15, p. 16
(4) " " " " #16, p. 11
(5) Alfredo Moacyr de Mendonca Uch8a, A Parapsicologia e os

Discos Voadores, Grupo de Expansao Cultural, SSo Paulo, 1973, pp. 106-110.



1969 Addenda

fob.) ferS. Psy
.Snmmnr (S HpmJnnhrrn),, 1969 A Nr Itaperuna, Brazil ' Type E

Gem Maria Santana, 21, heard a konck at the door of her hut; looking out
the window, she saw a little man 40-45" tall, with "Japanese eyes", a big ugly
mouth, a pointed nose, and skin covered with a dark powder. He was covered with
a striped bluish "shiny" garment, resembling an overall; it was capacious and
covered his hands, which seemed to be holding something. She asked "What do you
want?"; she could not understand his reply, and said "Nol" The creature lowered
its eyes and said no more; she closed the window.

Investigators: SBEDV.

Sources: FSR Sp. Issue #5 (li/73), p. 23; SBEDV Special Bulletin (1975),
Episode #24.



1969- Addenda

February 1969 0400 Nuble (Valparaiso), Chile Type B

Sr. X and his wife, and their 2 daughters, were awakened by an intense light
coming in the window. They got up to see a UFO hovering over the beach, 200 ft
away. It had the shape of an octahedron, with a cupola on top and with 3 legs,
also 2 kinds of antennas and several portholes. It was 15-20 ft in diameter and
almost equally high; it looked metallic and was of an intense sky-blue luminosity.
This object, descending with oscillation, landed on the beach 200 ft from the
witnesses1 house. A luminous ray came from it, and "3 beings of humanoid aspect
descended by this luminous ray." They were about *6 l/2 ft tall, dressed in dark-
blue suits that covered the whole body, including hands and feet; on their chests
was a metallic emblem. Each place'd 10 tubes in the sand; then they collected all
the black stones to be fovmd on the beach; then they picked up their tubes and re
entered the craft, which rose diagonally v/ith oscillations and then went off very
fast. The duration of the observation was 30-40 minutes. Sr. X's watch stopped
"between 0400 and 0438". As an apparent consequence of the observation, "the skin
of the witnesses became covered with a sort of scales, which disappeared after 3
days."

In the sand were found holes 4" in diamter end 10" deep, left by the entities'
"tubes"; also a circular zone 6 ft in diameter, "where the sand seemed to have been
absorbed."

Investigator; Elena Larino (for A.A.OVHIS, Spain.)

Source; LDLN jflll (4/71), front cover <3c.pp. 15f.



• 1969 Addenda

New February 6, I969 Morning Plrassununga (Sao Paulo), Brazil Type C

1 Sra. Barbara Mina da Silva was weeding rice at a place called "Chacara
do Benedito," when two boys, Joao Batista da Silva (her son?), 9, and Benedito
Paulino Ramos, 13, called to her attention a "shining little tent" 500 m.
away. She described it as white, looking like one of the triangular tents
used by exterminators of the sauva ant (destructive to agriculture); nearby
were three men with helmets, which she took to be the men fighting the ants.
The boys had told her the men's clothing was shining, but she described it as
grey. She continued.her work, when suddenly the boys cried out, "Look, the
little tent has disappeared." She saw that both tent and men had indeed gone.
Shortly afterward the boys pointed out a "luminous ball the size of the sun"
stationary just above the woods. It disappeared after 30 minutes, and at once
a Brazilian AF helicopter appeared and descended xk about 2 km. away. The
helicopter was seen on several occasions during the next few days.

Investigators1 SBEDV members.

Source 1 SBEDV Bulletin #9^/98 (Sept. 1973-June 1974), 25-26; also in
the 1975 Special Bulletin (Case 14), 23-24 (courtesy of Richard
Heiden).

(y^^\>



69-09 February 7, 1969 0730 Pirassununga (Sao Paulo), Brazil Type 3 "

Tiago Machado (19) was awakened by people shouting about a mysterious
object visible on a hillside. He got his binoculars and went to see the object,
approaching to within 30 ft. It was a domed disc, aluminum-colored, about 12 ft
in diameter and 5 ft high. A hinged door was open in the top of the dome, and
from this two humanoid figures emerged and seemed to float to the ground; two
others were visible inside the craft, through windows. The beings, 4.5 ft tall,
were dressed in tight, silvery garments without buttons, covering them from feet
to head. Their skin was yellow, eyes slanting, and the mouth with thin, slit- *
like lips,* When they laughed at the witness, who was puffing a cigarette, he
could see that they had black teeth. He tossed the cigarrette pack close to
one, who put his hand above it: the pack floated up into his hand. The thumb
of this hand was set further back than on a.human hand. When a friend called
out to. thw titness, the entities walked backward and re-entered through the door;
the second one, when halfway through, pointed a tube at Kachado which emitted a
bluish Imnm flame that "floated", toward him. When it hit him, he felt pain
and was paralysed; as the UFO took' off, almost horizontally, the witness fainted.
A welt remained where the flame had struck him. On the ground were found three
landing-leg marks, (insert! They spoke in "hoarse, gutteral" sounds.)

Investigators: Nigel Rimes, Ned S, Martins & Reginaldo da Silva (SBEDV).

Sources: Bell, G., "Ray Fired From UFO Knocks Youth to Ground as Hundreds
Watch in Horror," National Enquirer, May 4, 1969; Rimes, N., "The
Pirassununga Landing," FSR Sp. Bulletin #3 (Sept. I969), 39-45;
APRO Bulletin, March-April, I969, 5; Lorenzen, C. and J,, Encoun
ters With UFO Occupants (Berkeley Medallion Books, N.Y., 1976), 159-
160.

*Their fea

tures were

seen through
helmete.

-fa, wk*vu*v
«% -4 ih •<n



Feb. 10, 1969 About 0300 Hear Green Cove Springs, Florida Type j

clarion "Frsncis" L-.nd Jin "V-ells" odJ took a drive from Jacksonville to Day-
tona Beach, leaving shortly after midnight. They arrived at approximately 0530.
At this time Marion was experiencing a severe headache. They returned to Jack
sonville, arriving at 0700. Afterwards ilarion realized that more than three
hours' time of the trip down v/as unaccounted for; neither had any recollection of
stopping. She spent most of the following month in bed, depressed and listless,
unable to go to work. On the back of her left- hand an acute itch developed, and
several rather long, dark hairs grew on this spot, vanishing and returning to
normal some 6 weeks later. = She also noticed a circiilar mark, about' the size of

a dime, on her right cheekbone.
In November 1977, under hypnosis, clarion recalled that a few miles after

leaving Green Cove Springs, a brilliant white light shone into the car from above
and behind them, and they heard a buzzing sound, viiich became painfully loud.
Both became unconscious. The next thing she knew she was standing in a curved
hallway; s. sliding do:r opened and she walked into a small wedge-shaped room, then
from the narrow end of this into a larger room containing several tables. A short
man with gray skin, large eyes and ears, no hair, and a small slit-like mouth v/as
sitting at one of the tables, wearing a gray tight-fitting suit. He led her into
"the examining room", telling her telepathically that he mea-nt her no harm, but
wanted to examine her. She took off her dress, leaving her slip on, and got up on
the table, whore she v.-as given a physical examination that lasted 40 minutes. He
touched her with an instrument that tingled, and tork skin scrspings from the side
of her hand; they put "some kind of machine" on her right cheekbone, which "hurt



a little bit." After the',examination she v/as floated up- to the "control room",
where the ceiling was transparent, showing the'stars; here there were 3 other men,
one ( the captain") dressed in white and taller than her, the other two in gray
and shorter then her. The "doctor" pointed at a spot in the sky to show where
thoy came from- the trip, he told her,' took hardly more than an instant. "Their j
time is differeiit from our time." He fold her also that "when the planets align, '
the earth.will roll in the heavens and there vdll be much destruction"; "they want'
to help us so that, we all vail not be lost." They will take with them "anyone who
is not afraid to'go with them." They "have the secret of'eternal life." All of ••
the UFOnautst- conversation was telepathic, not by sound. One of the men escorted i
her out, where she met Jim again; they v/ere "floated" down to the ground and es-
corted back to their car. ;

-Investigators; Paul Krutz (hypnotist) and the Florida Crown Psychical he-
search Society. '

Source: ns. of an article,sent by the Society for publication in Fate. !



1969 - 4

E

69-10 February 12, 1969 05**O Plrassununga (Sao Paulo), Prazll Type H

Luis Flozinho de Oliveira, a farm worker, was on his way to work when
he was approached and attacked by two agressive beings 1.5 meters tall, with
long hair, beards arid assymetrical eyes (a feature also described by Tiago
Machado the previous week—see case 69-09). Stunned at first, Flozinho

• . then fought back, knocking one to the ground, at which time they both fled.
The witness's dog "rolled up into a ball on the ground for protection" during
the attack upon its master, °

' Investigator! Dr. Walter.Buhler, for SBEDV.

Sourcesi FSR XVIII-1 (Jan.-Feb, 1972-), 26° (citing SBEDV Bulletin #72-
73, Jan./April 1970)j FSR Case Hist. #10 (June 1972), 11 (citing
the Rio de J. Domingo Illustrado, Oct. 3, 1971).



1969 Corrigenda

Feb. 12, 1969 0540 Pirassununga (Sto Paulo), Brazil Type E

The correct spelling of the witness's name is Luiz Flozino de Oliveira.
The little men were only 1.40 meters (4«7") tall. After Flozino knocked them
down, they got up and one said, in Portuguese, "Let's go—we can't do anything
with this one." They then went away into the forest at a speed such that he
could not follow them.

.The- dog, sic'd on the men, rolled on the ground yelping, and appeared
"half-idiotic" for some time thereafter.

Source: SBEDV Special Bulletin (1975), pp. 51f.

vk-C&idLo



(about)
69-II February/16. 1969, Night Chateau des Martins (Vienne). France .Type E

Five horses in the paddock of M. Meingault were panicked by "something
shining," with intensely bright eyes "of <a very pale, brilliant greeni* he
saw the eyes approx. 3.75 ft above the ground, re-entered the chateau to get
his gun, and on his return, saw a "flying shadow" pursuing the horses. There
was much material damage left at the site by the frightened animals.

Investigatori Jean-Claude Baillon.

Sources FSR XVI-4 (not in the^HSG files—TB); FSR XVIII-1, 26.



69-12 Felgruary 17. 1969 0250 Flinders Park. So. Aust.. Australia Type C•

•Mrs. Leslie Ballestrin was awakened by a*whirring noise she took %o
.be her refrigerator; upon checking, she saw an object like an inverted saucer
outside some 200 yards distant. There was a horizontal row of white lights
encircling the center about 3 feet apart, and the object was "about 3 car
lengths" in width. A figure then appeared from the right side, walked

; around the front and bent down, as if examining something, and disappeared
into the shadows at the rear of the object; he repeated this action several
times. He appeared normal, of average height (5' 8") and medium build, and
was wearing white, loose-fitting coveralls. Mrs. B. heard a beeping sound "
that persisted throughout the 25-m'inute observation. When the light on the
object went out, Mrs, B. went to her neighbors; they reported having heard
a similar whirring sound about the same time, several blocks away.

i Investlgatort Unknown.

Spurcei Keith Basterfield's list of Australian CEIII references, p. 12
(citing the report by the S.A. UFO Research, and the Dept. of
Air "Unusual Aerial Sightings," Summary #2, Jan.-Dec, I969).



Note correct date and additional details on the following:

69-13 February 6, I969 Dusk Pirassununga (Sao Paulo), Brazil Type B

The witness's name is Sr. Jose Antonio Fioco, 53; the distance of the
object and entities is variously given as 20 m. and 200 m. (Richard Heiden
chooses 200 m. on the basis of witness's statement that he could see their
eyes "despite the distance.") The object's size: 13 x 16 ft. Entities were
1.60 m. tall (5' 3")» and they wore "silver shoes," one-piece suits with 3
silver buttons in front. One held a tube or rod 14" long and 2" w\de, from
which light was emitted at one end, which clearly lit up the henhouse 820 ft
away (from the witness or from the entity?). Second entity carried a slightly
larger rod; the third carried an implement of device like a box camera. On
passing through his gate to get other witnesses, the creaking of the gate
apparently alerted the entities to his presence, and they (presumabably, but it
is not specifically stated) entered the object which took off immediately.

Other members of the family were reported to have seen objects around the
same time on several occasions; Fioco saw 4 more UFOs subsequently, including
2 other landings but no more entities (footprints were found on one occasion).

Investigator: Dr. Walter Buhler, for SBEDV. , ^>*

Sources; SBEDV Special Bulletin 1975. Case 11, 22 (citing. SBEDV Bulletins
#72/73,'153; and #94/98, 26-27), courtesy of-R. Heiden,



Additional note: Richard Heiden gives as correct date for the Tiago Machado
case (Case 69-09) February 6, and the report by Sra. Mina da Silva took
place sometime after Machado's encounter, Heiden also includes a number
of new and corrected details on the Machado incident (see RH's notes).



69-13 February (20). 1969 Night Pirassununga (Sao Paulo). 3razll Type B

Hearing his pigs grunting during the night, the manager of the "Bela
Alianca" Fazenda (ranch) went out and saw from a distance of 60 ft the landing

n ^ "—— ^""^; - - - x.j

- ' 1969 - 5 '

of a IFO about 12 ft wide and 15 ft high, which rested on tripod legs Three
crew members emerged onto a.small catwalk around the machine, each with a
different type of implement with which they busied themselves for a period
of 2-3 minutes.

Investigator: Dr. Walter Buhler (?).

Sources: FSR XVIII-1 (Jan.-Feb. 1972), 2.6 (citing Rio de J. 0 Globo,
April 5, 1969, and Dr. Buhler); FSR Case Hist. #5 (June 1971;,
10 (citing 0 Globo).



69-14 February 22. I969 0100 Awanul. New Zealand Type E

Nathan Brown, a 46-year-old Maori, was walking home when he saw a light,
and came upon two men sitting with their backs to the road and their feet in a
ditch, while a pale young woman with white shoulder-length hair lay across the
ditch. She wore a long white gown that covere'd her feet. The men merely sat
in a relaxed attitude mm*, looking down at the woman; they were about ft$ 5 ft
6.in. in height, had dark brown skins and crew-cut hair, and wore brown pants
and jackets. Brown questioned the men but got no response; when he stepped^
closer to see what v/as wrong with the woman, he ran into an invisible barrier
which he likened "to a bar across the stomach." He tried to grab-one of the
men but was again prevented by the repelling force; after this, he ran off,
"shaking like a leaf." The light he saw was like a luminous haze, having no
visible source. Brown found marks at the site the following day.

Investigators! Don Jackson and others- of the Aukland University UFO
Group.

Source1 Aukland Research Group's UFO Bulletin, #1 (June I969), 8-10.



February 23, 1969 (Locale not specified), Brazil Type B

» A lad.named R.C., living in the rua Cap. Edmund'o Soares (Rio?), reported
that on Sunday, February 23, 1969, he was bathing in a waterfall in the mountains,
along with a friend, when they heard a slight sound. When they looked behind
them, they beheld an enormous object from which, through a vertical door, two
men of small stature emerged. They had human features, a greenish tint in the
colouring of the head, and shining phosphorescent chests, while from the waist
downwards they were ashen-grey^ coloured. The boys fled away#down the mountain.
Later, they returned with two watchmen, but there was no longer anything to be
seen at the spot.

'investigator! Unknown.

Source: FSR Case Hist. #5'(June 1971), 11, 13. ,



69-15 February 28. I969 0245 Miajadas (Caceres), Spain Type C

At the time of the earthquake that hit the area, a.truck driver-and his
helper observed a strange craft and five humanoid beings, described as tall
and luminous. Seized with an irrational fear, they drove away as quickly as
possible.

Investigator! Manuel Osuna (?)

Source: DATA-i'LT V-4, 23; FSR Sp. Bulletin #4, 54; Ballester Olmos,
V.-J., 200 Type I Events (CUF03,- 1976), 23. •



1959 Addenda

\ \
.' :'iarcn 1969 Afternoon Clermont-Ferrand (puy-de-D3me), France Type E ,•

On the slopes of the bare hill, Puy-de-Chanturge, Lime. 5. saw, about 600 ft
away, 3 little humanoid forms of squat aspect and uniform gray color. Without
touchingithe ground, they were moving rapidly back and forth. After she had watched
these "gnomes" for 3 or 4 minutes, they suddenly disappeared.

i • •

i Investigators: LDLN circle of Clermont-Riom.

Sourcet LDLN #v/3"(7/72), p. 5.



69-16 March (date uncertaini early?). 1969 Jujuy. Argentina Type D

A farmer, smelling a strange odor outside, opened his door and was con
fronted bv two beings of small stature, with large heads and luminous eyes,
who approached him, making gestures. Frightened, he slammed and locked tne
door. About the same time hovering balls of fire that ascended rapidly into
the sky had been seen by neighbors. . ' .

Investigator:

Source! FroTri Quest-France, March 6, 1969.



'"..• " ' ; 1969, - 6

69"1? March (first week). 1969 Alexania (Goias). Brazil Type

The fazenda-owner Wilson Gusmao declares that a flying saucer with
crew had landed on his ranch, (it seems that photographs were allegedly :
taken.) . >, •

Investigator! \ • '- ' !, •
' 1

Source: FSR Case Hist. #6 (August 1971)V 11 (citing SBSDV Bulletin
#69/70; can someone provide a copy bf this source?—tbj^



1969 Corrigenda1

HumCat Case 1034

March 6, 1969 2145 Nr Punta Arenas (Magallanes), Chile Type B

Sr. Osvaldo Dominguez, driving his van, got out to check his battery
when his lights grew dim. He noticed only 20 feet away and floating in the
air a saucer-shaped object some 4 meters in diameter. An opaning appeared
and two shadowy entities emerged1 one of the approached and Dominguez asked
what he wanted, but received no reply. The figures were about 1.60 meters
tall and one leaned on the right side of the vehicle, leaving 3 scratch-marks,
similar to a cat's claws. Then they returned to the object, entered and the
object ascended and disappeared from view, silently and at a prodigious speed.

Investigator!

Sourcet LDLN #118 (June 1972), p. 7 (quoting a Chilean Catalogue, from
the review, UFO CHILE),



1969 Addenda

New March 12, 1969 1830 Tre.jornings.jo (Angermanland), Sweden Type B

K. Maslund, a radio and TV station technician, was at work when he heard
the station's transmission alarm system go off. Opening the door, he saw outside
about 50 feet away an object 150 m. (nearly 500 ft!) wide and 5-6 m. tall,
hovering in the air. A "tunnel of light" extended from the object (to the
ground?) through which the witness saw 7 or 8 entities, 1.30 m. tall by 30-40
cm. wide (53" x 14"), floating towards him. They passed Maslund within inches
and he found that he could not move; after 5-10 minutes, they left the station
and re-entered the object through the tunnel, which then closed. The object
then took off toward the north .and the witness was again able to move. The
entities were non-humanoid in shape, looking more like boxes than anything;'
he had the feeling the entities were inside the boxes and did not want to be
recognized in their "true form."

. Investigator!

Source: SBEDV Bulletin #94/98 (Sept. 1973-June 197*0, **** (quoting the
Danish UFO Contact, Oct. 1973, which cites the magazine Fakta #5/6,

•'••/ 1972), courtesy of Richard Heiden,



69-18 March 17, 1969 Night Lincoln. Kebraska Type A

Herbert Lancaster told police that a saucer-shaped UFO landed in front
of his car at a crossroads and "turned off the car's engine." An occupant,
"an ordinary average guy," was seen peering from a window in the UFO, A
short time after, the saucer "took off at a high rate of speed."

. Investigator: None.

Source! Lincoln (Neb.) Star, March 18, I969.



69- March 19, 1959 0135 Caltanissetta, Italy Type B

Eenato Bifarella, looking at the sky with binoculars on a night of full
moon, saw a "tortoise" hovering in the sky. It was green in color with pale
brown spots, and had "legs" underneath. It was 5-6 m (about 18 ft) wide and
4 m (13 ft) high, with a brilliantly lit turret in -vdiich he could see figures
moving. It approached him, and emitted a beam of pink light which struck him
and caused him to faint. lHhen he regained consciousness, he could see that the
UFO Had let down 2 thick "ropes" i meter (3 ft) in thickness, upon which 2 men-
one in red overalls and the other in white ones, with blue helmets->-were climb
ing. The witness fainted again; when he came to, the object was gone, i

Investigator: none.

Source; F. Izzo's Italian CEIII catalogue, #39, quoting witness's letter
in II Siornale dei Misteri:#lO (1972), p. 73.



March 22, 1969 -2000 Belo Horizonte (Minais Gerais). Brazil Type C

Two unidentified girls were returning to their home in the Colegio Batista
district when they saw a luminous object with a blue light hovering in the west.
It had a ring of white light around it and appeared to spin. At home later, one
of the girls went to the window and saw a little man 10 m. away near the gate,
standing erect and facing the window. He wore a.kind of diving suit with a soft
green luminosity, and a helmet, through which she could see a pair of glowing
eyes, like a cat's. She told her companion and a third girl; the second girl ,
also saw the entity, who was then standing facing to the side; the third girl
went to the aid of the first who was so frightened by the figure's appearance
that she went into shock.

That same evening, the boyfriend of one of these girls was walking on the
other side of the city (Nova Vista district) when the street lights went out;
he saw, a few meters later, the faintly-illuminated silhouettes of two small
figures standing on a precipice (parapet?) high above the street. Frightened,
he hurried on; on passing through the area later, the lights were once again on
and the figures nowhere in, sight.

Investigators: CICOANI group of Belo Horizonte.
Special

Source: SBEDV/Bulletin 1975, Case 15, 24 (citing an unpublished special
report by the investigative group"), courtesy, of Richard Heiden. ,- •„



March 31, I969 * Nova Iguacfl^Rio de Janeiro), Brazil

(Report of a descending disc and humanoid sighting on Maxamboma Hill,
details of which are to follow, from Richard Heiden.)

1 *Date may be April 1.
Investigator! Dr. Walter Buhler, for SBEDV.

Sources: SBEDV Special Bulletin 1975; articie #6 in 0Dia series by
Fernando Cleto Hunes Pereira. ",';



1969 Corrigenda

New* March 31. 1969 Mid-Afternoon Nova Iguacu (Rio de Janeiro). Brazil Type B

Dozens of residents (possibly 200 in all) of the Coenze neighborhood saw
the descent of a "mystery airplane" on Maxamboma Hill, falling in an unusual
manner, slower than usual and appearing to be "controlled." Among the many
witnesses was an elderly man (unidentified by the investigator) and his chil
dren, whom he told to go immediately to the landing site to assist possible
casualties. As he watched hundreds of townspeople converge upon the hill,
he saw "two beings come out of the craft," which seemed to be "slowly moving
like a wing" which was shifting slightly. As the first of the people neared
the site, the object and its occupants vanished abruptly from sight1 when
theyarrived there was nothing to be found. No one heard any engine noise when
the "plane" landed, and investigations at the site by members of the military
police disclosed no wreckage.

Investigator: Fernando Cleto Nunes Pereira, for 0 Dia. Rio de Janeiroi
Dr. Walter Buhler, for SBEDV.

Sources: Nunes Pereira, Fernando Cleto, "Multidao assisyiu disco cair
mas destrocos despareceram," 0 Dia, March 24, 1972 (article #6 in a
series by -jthe investigator/reporter, translated by Richard Heiden);
SBEDV Special Bulletin 1975.



6?-19 March (late, or early April). I969 Clayton Co.. Iowa Type B (?)

"A ball-shaped object was seen to land and to direct a beam of red
light at each of the young witnesses. Two occupants, 3 ft. tall with long
arms, were seen, in white "space-suits" with large yellow-brown "helmets."
Many sets of marks were found by an investigator, with one set, as of landing-
leg imprints, found within a scorched circle."

Investigator: Unidentified (probably Brad Steiger). '

. Source: Phillips, T., Physical Traces Associated With UFOs (CUF03,
1975), 64 (citing Saucers. Space and Science. #61., 1971). *

* The cited reference, by Brad Steiger, describes an encounter by a young boy
that matches the report of Ed Olsen and Bob Griffadel of Steve SflBB's
encounter in Waterville, Iowa (Allamakee County) on October 16, I969; al
though Steiger gives neither the boy's name, the locale, nor the date, the
other details suggest that Phillips' report may be the same incident, even
though Steiger refers to only one humanoid. On the other hand, Kevin Handle
has mentioned seeing a letter written by SMHMt in the summer of 1969 to
Patti Barr, following the landing at Van Home, Iowa, on July 13, in which
he described an earlier humanoid encounter; the S^taftftk boy, in fact, went
on to report a series of encounters^, contacts, and a trip to Venus, following
his October experience. These are messy references desparately needing to be
carefully sorted out; certain researchers could help in this matter by
making their first-hand data available to other serious researchers



69~20 April 10. 1969 2200 Ouro Prgto (Mlnas Gerais). Brazil Type D

During a spate of UFO observation in various parts of Brazil, student "•*
Marco Antonio von Kruger noticed interference on his TV; glancing out a. ' - -:'
window, he saw a "vague shape in movement" and heard garbage cans being \ ^

1969 - 7

overturned} next day, he found the garbage cans had been "investigated." At
about the same time, a workman returning to his homenot far from the student's
residence observed an enormous round object hovering near the. ground from
which were emitted "strange measured, muffled sounds."

Investigator!

Source1 FSR Case-Hist. #6 (August 1971), 12 (citing Jornal de Brasil,
Rio de J., May 14, I969).



1969 Addenda

69-21 April 12, I969 1830 Btw Bridgeworth & Shrewsbury (Shrops.), Eng. Type C

An ex-schoolmistress (unidentified), excercising her dog in some fields,
observed on the far side of a hedge, a top-shaped object about 3 meters high,
which was resting on grey-colored legs (how many?). Around the object she
saw 3 beings about the size of 11-year-old children! they had pear-shaped
heads, were dressed in black outfits with white belts, and appeared to lack
hands. Nevertheless, they seemed to be collecting samples (ground samples?)
which they placed on the side of the object; the samples seemed to disappear
into the solid craft. The woman's dog fled at the outset of the sighting.

Investigators: Roger Stanway and Anthony Pace- (???)

Source: Personal to TRB from Peter Rogerson, Nov, 6,, 1976 (at Birmingham),
citing NICAP/GB, 1-4, from a Stanway-Pace lecture in June, I969,

1

(Note by TB: Ask RS about this.)



69-21 April 12. 1969 1830 Bridgeworth-Shrewsbury (Shrops). England Type B (?)

A single witness (unidentified) observed the landing of a top-shaped
UFO, and encountered 3 small entities, the size of 11-year-olds, engaged in
sample-gathering. A dog reacted in panic \o the encounter. (Need more data.)

Investigator:

Source: Personal to David Webb from Peter Rogerson (May 30, 1975), and
Mark Rodeghier (June 1976), both citing the NICAP Journal 1-4, 17-19
(latter from the files of CONTACT, courtesy of B. Delai'r).



69-22 April (24). I969 Berwick'. Nova Scotia. Canada .Type E

There were several reports of a "phantom;" 18 ft tall, "a tall, very dark
form," either, walking or floating about at 20 mph. Large numbers of cars were
assembling at Berwick to ;observe the monster.- (;ieed more data.)

Investigator!

Source: Halifax-(?) Evening News, April 25, I969..
•- A . •-•



1969 Add enda

May, 1969 0930 Hew Westminster, B.C., Canada Type E

Mrs.' Fearl Ardron and her 5-year-old niece were walking along 6th Avenue when
they came up with a couple of "big children", as she thought at first, who had
their arms around each other. Their skin was copper-toned and they had very slant
ing eyes; they were about 419" tall. Both wore dark-blue 2-piece suits with some
gold brocade on the chest and sleeves, and high-pitched caps also with some gold
brocade; they wore black boots. Their heads were "round as a ball." They kept
looking up at the sky. Mrs. Ardron "got a very scared feeling" about these people,
even though they smiled at her as she passed. "I have never had such an uneasy
feeling", she told the investigator. She is sure they were not merely Orientals.

Investigator: Soren Buus (for MUFON)

Source: Investigator's report.



I

69-23 May 4. 1969 1500 Bebedouro (Ssplrito Santo). Brazil Type G .

Jose Antonio de Silva, a soldier, was fishing when he heard a cry and felt
his legs struck and numbed by a burst of "fire" coming from the bushes. He was
seized and dragged away by two little beings only 4 feet tall, clad in shining,
light-colored garments and wearing aluminum masks or helmets. Tubes ran from
the masks to small containers on their backs. They dragged him to a craft that
was shaped like a vertical sylinder terminated by wider saucer-shaped top and
bottom; the upper disc was supported by rods from"the.base of the cylinder.
It was only about 6 ft high and 9 ft wide. Inside was a cubical room, bril
liantly lighted from no visible source. Here they fitted on to him a helmet
like their own, then tied him down to a seat. He felt a sensation of takir.g
off; during the flight, which lasted for hours, they talked among themselves
in an incomprehensible language with many r's. At one point in the journey the

.. craft seemed to turn pn its side for a while. When they landed, he was blind
folded and dragged into a large room, where he was confronted by a little man
without a spacesuit: he had long reddish hair and a beard that flowed to his
waist.- He was robustly built, and his skin was pale; he had large round,
green eyes and a big nose, and his mouth appeared toothless, "like a fish's."
To the side of the witness were laid 4 human cadavers, one a Negro's. A dozen
more little men, all much resembling the leader, were in the room. They

a>



f
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examined his fishing tackle and other possessions. Several carried weapons.
The leader then addressed him in his incomprehensible speech, making sketches
simultaneously on ^ light-colored slate beside him. He was given, from a
stone cup, a bitter green liquid to drink that restored his energy and made
him better able to comprehend what the alien meant to express. The latter
was able to to convey to da Silva the idea that he was expected to help them
land on Earth, a proposition that the soldier rejected, fingering his rosary.
The leader, irritated, snatched the rosary away, and showed it to the others.
At this point, a kind of vision appeared to da Silva of a Christ-like man with
long fair hair and beard, dressed like a monk, who spoke to him in Portuguese,
giving him a message which he was sworn to keep secret. After this vision had
vanished, da Silva was again blindfolded, dragged back to the spacecraft, and
returned to the earth in the same' manner as he had been taken away. Released
during the night, when morning came he found that he was near Vltoria, more
than 200 miles from Bebedouro, and that four and a half days had passed since
his abduction. He suffered various physical complaints later. »

Dr. Walter Buhler for
Investigators: Hulvio B. Aleixo, et al, for CICOANI and/SBEDV.

Sources: Creighton, G., "Fortyeight Hours in a Flying Saucer," FSR
XVII-6, 15-17; Aleixo, H. B., "Abduction at Bebedouro," FSR XIX-6,
6-14; BBSBflHHBMBMg Aleixo, H. B., "Bebedourto .II: The Little
Men Return for the Soldier," FSR XXI-3/4 (1975), 32-35; Buhler,
Dr. Walter, "Thoughts on the Bebedouro Case," op. cit., 36-38.



* Previously listed as an addenda case with few details.

TRB rating on 0-9 scalei 4



6?-2k Way (5). 1969 (Day?) Jaboticatubas (Minas Gerals). Brazil Type 3

About the same time as the Bebedouro abduction, a deaf-mute named Anto
nio Rodrigues, 60, of the Fazenda Constantino on the HIo das Velhas, was
fishing when he was confronted by apparently the same type of being encoun
tered by da Silva at Bebedouro, 20 km to the east. When they made signs for
the man to approach, he fled, terrified; he was pursued and knocked to the
ground by an implement one of the little beings drew from his belt They
gathered around the deaf-mute, felt his arm and conversed amongst themselves
in an unintelligible language, and shook their heads, departing toward a
machine parked nearby, into which they climbed and ascended vertically The
witness identified the beings from various drawings, including da Silva's
that were shown to him by the investigators. J *

Investigators: Same as Case 69-23.

Sourcei Aleixo, H. B., "Bebedouro II," FSR XXI-3/4, 34-35.



69-25 Hay 11. I969 0145 Rockville. Virginia Type D

Michael Luczkovich (20) was driving home when he perceived two little men
standing in the road ahead, after turning a corner. They were 3.5-4 ft tall,
and they wore spherical helmets bigger than a basketball, which'were encircled

0r-- in a bright, pale-green luminescence. As the car approached to within 30 yds,
£j they scuttled away to the left, disappearing into a field of barley; at the

same time a third helmeted figure dashed across the road from the right to
join them. A day later, when the witness returned with local investigators,
a trail was found into r: the field, and two flattened areas in the grain where
the bodies of small persons had apparently thrown themselves down. A UFC
sighting of somewhat low calibre had occurred two hours earlier approx^one
quarter mile to the west of the site.

'Investigators: Ted Bloecher, John Carlson L Karl Pflock (for HICAP).

1969 - 9

Source: Special Report tb NI3AP; KUFO:: Skylook #?3 (August 1975), 7-0.



69-26 May 19. 1969 1930 Fernandes^Santa Catarina). Brazil Type B"^:
I

Two women, Dona Aurora & Clair Itefessoli, were going to a neighbor's
house for milk when they saw an elongated yellowish-luminous object descend
behind them, not quite to the ground. Two little beings}'with features like
humans, got out of-it; terrified, the women fled. 3 feet tall,

Investigator! |

Source! FSR XIX-4 (July-August 1973), U* (citing a series of UFO
articles by.Sduardo Santa Maria in 0 Dia. Rio de J., between
October 26 and November 4, 1972).



69-27 May 19. 1969 1930 Rising Sun. Indiana Type D

George Kaiser noticed a figure about 25 ft away, the size of a man and
covered with black fur. The head sat directly on the shoulders and the face
was black, with close-set eyes and very low forehead. When Kaiser made a move
to get into his car, the creature grunted, jumped over a ditch, and ran down
the road at high speed. Footprints were found [that showed only 4 toes. On
the following night, an object was observed over the sane area by neighbors.

Investigators: Unknown.

• Sourcei Clark, J., Coleman, L., "Anthropoids, Monsters and UFOs," FSR
XtX-1 (Jan.-Feb. 1973), 13.



1969 Addenda

May 20, 1969 0100 Vila Operaria (Minas Gerais), Brazil TyPe G
Sr. Jose Pereira Sacramento was awakened by anoise; going out his back

door, he saw "the white face of an animal" and alight in the sky which came down
toward him. He was paralyzed, and could not reenter the house or call out. An ,
"enormous object" landed beside him, and he was "pulled through an opening into
the ship, finding himself inside a small elevator, which rose to abrightly-lit
circular compartment with a curved ceiling, about 45 ft in dia.eter.- in this
room were six small entities only 31" tall, with big heads, entirely covered by
a close-fitting plastic film of light cream color having openings only for the eyes
and ears. The eyeholes were slanted. Each entity stood inside a cylinder 3 ft
in diameter and 15" high, and above its head was a curved plate with a lever, iney
spoke among themselves in "a language of short sounds repeated shrilly, like pigs f
grunting." After 4 or 5 minutes, one of the beings moved a control, and the ilium-,
ination increased in brightness to such a point that Pereira lost consciousness.
At 0600 he woke in his bed, not knowing how he got there. Inflammation of the eye
lids lasted amonth, and a year after the event he still felt light-headed and had
difficulty concentrating.

Investigators: CICOANI.

Source; SBEDV Special Bulletin (1975), p. 52, citing SBEDV Bull. 74/79,
p. 36.



69-28 May 21. I969 2400 Belo Horizonte (Minas Gerais), Brazil Type E

Jose Antonio da Silva (see case 69-23) had a sudden impulse to get out
. of bed and go into his garden. He stepped out his door and saw three of the

same entities he had encountered earlier that month at Bebedouro, dressed in
the same, flight-suits. They stood motionless, looking at him. He quickly
stepped back indoors and bolted the door, without saying a word or hearing a
sound from them. He then explained to investigators that they wanted him to
"work against my own people," and expressed his great fear that the world was.
in great danger, without knowing from where this danger would come.

Investigators! Same as case 69-23.

Source! Ibid. ' ""



1969 Addenda

Sunnier (S. Hemisphere), 1969 Nr Itaperuna, Brazil. Type E

Gem Maria Santana, 21, heard a konck at the door of her hut; looking out
the window, she saw a little man 40-45" tall, with "Japanese eyes", a big ugly
mouth, a pointed nose, and skin covered with a dark powder. He was covered with
a striped bluish "shiny" garment, resembling an overall; it was capacious and
covered his hands, which seemed to be holding something. She asked "YJhat do you
want?"; she could not understand his reply, and said "Nol" The creature lowered
its eyes and said no more; she closed the window. ,

Investigators: SBEDV.

Sources: FSR Sp. Issue #5 (ll/73), p. 23; SBEDV Special Bulletin (1975),
Episode #24.

i . .



1969 Corrigenda

*l055: M<Wune. 1969 After midnight, Utah Typy G

"Bill McGuire" and "Nora Johnson", with Nora's 2-year-old son Alan, were
driving westward from Salt Lake City when they saw alight in the air following
them. It came up to within 100 feet of them, & they could see that it was a
fish-shaped object, with a back "fin" and aflat bottom, with a red light on
top. It emitted a strange humming sound, and made them feel "funny vibrations"
in their bodies. Nora stepped on the accelerator, but the car slowed down, and
would not o above 55 mph. The object continued to follow them until they
reached a roadside rest area, where a camper was parked. Inside the camper, look
ing out, they saw a "bony, peculiar, not quite human" face. Beside it Bill saw
a figure like a snowman" dressed in a white rubbery suit, that walked toward
them. Nora could not see it. When the car's headlights were turned on. Bill
could not see it either, but when they were switched off, he saw it again, comin-
closer. They drove away, with the UFO still following them & holding their max-°
lmum speed to 55 mph. It left them only with the coming of dawn.

Aft6r a 2-hour sleeP» they again drove westward. They came up with a camper
that seemed to be the same one they had seen, and passed it: Nora looked, at its
drivers & screamed. Wearing black leather suits, they had only "dim outlines" of
heads, except for Cheshire-cat-like grins._ -

^



» years later, Jerome Clark arranged for hypnotic sessions with Dr. "Warren
Kelly. in these, Nora remembered leaving her body and floating from the car
into the UFO, in which she sew a curved instrument panel with gauges and levers.
About^20 short humanoids were in it, having oversized white hea'ds and large green
msec.-like eyes; they communicated by "buzzing or mumbling." She was terrified
by them.

Bill, knowing nothing of Nora's story, likewise remembered being floated up
out of^the car and into a white "round room" with a clear dome, where he saw
white little people" with big heads, no hair, minute round mouths, and very big
light green eyes. He felt himself to be in a reclining chair, paralyzed. He felt
that the creatures had telepathic knowledge of his thoughts; when they read his
thoughts, it made him feel tired. There was some large device in the room around
which they clustered. Then he fell asleep, although he was afraid to do so, and
remembered nothing more until he found himself back in the car. He thought the
experience lasted 20-30 minutes.

Investigators: Jerome Clark & Dr. "Warren Kelly".

Source: Article by J. Clark communicated to T. Bloecher.



1969 Addendum

New About Mid-June. I969 2130 Overton (Nova Scotia). Canada Type C
Margaret

The sister (unidentified) of a Mrs./3rannon said that she had gone
out of her house one evening, behind which were some trees and a swamp.
As she was locking her porch door she noticed a light in the swamp;
wondering what it was, she went upstairs and looked out a bedroom window.
She saw some kind of a machine with a rim around it. She said she was
sure someone was walking around the rim as it had a row of lights and
they kept on going out as though someone was passing in front of them;
she could also hear a hammering sound. Occasionally she saw a puff of
smoke come from it. She said, "I suppose you wonder why I didn't call
the R.C.M.P. or someone, well I was just too stunned to do anything,"
She did phone her neighbors down the road but they were unable to see
the light through the trees. She watched until the light shot up in the
sky and disappeared.

Investigator! None. (?)

Source! Letter from Mrs. Henry White to APRO, dated Sept. 22, I969,
courtesy of John Kusgrave,



69-29 Mid-June. I969 0100 Southwest of Salt Lake City, Utah • Type C

• Wendel Meyer and Nancy Jensen regained consciousness SW of Salt Lake
City,, remembering nothing since Yellowstone Park; their car ran into some
posts, but suffered little damage. After this a lighted object was seen fol
lowing the car. Meyer parked, and then he saw something like a "big snowman"
moving slowly toward them from the direction of the UFQ; Nancy did not see
it. They drove away, still followed by the UFO until dawn.

( 1969 - 10

Investigator: Jerome Clark, for FSR.

^^70^21-23**"A Welrd EnC°Unter in Utah'" FSR ™I-5 (Sept.-0ct.



69-30 July 4, .1969 . 2000 Ar.alalma. Colombia Type A

Mauricio Gnecco (13) saw a yellow-red light moving in the sky. When he
signaled with a flashlight, it approached within 150 ft of the house, and was
seen as a yellow-orange Saturn-shaped object with 2 bent blue-and-green legs;
then it seemed to land on a nearby'hill. Arcesio Bermudez, an adult, went to
the site and approached within 20 ft; he saw inside the object (whose light
had gone out) a person whose upper half was normal but who resembled from the
waist down a luminous letter "A". The object then "blinked on" again, rps£
and disappeared. Two days later Bermudez became very ill, and within a-^a-w
days he died of gastroenteritis. ..:-...'-'•'

Investigator: John Simhon, for AFRO.

Sources! APRO Bulletin, July-August I969, 1, 4-5; Lbrenzen, Coral and
Jim, Encounters V/ith UFO Occupants, 162-163.



1969 Addendum Reference (to be inserted in summaries chronologically)

JulV 18. 1969 Sobral (Ceara). Brazil Type A

A shining flying saucer stopped and remained stationary for half a
minute near the cement plant, and opposite the house of J.'eusa Eodrigues.
Through the window of the craft was- seen "a little bluish-coloured man with
eyes that gave off flashes." The UFO performed various maneuvers over the
cement plant and drew the attention of many of the employees, who stopped
work briefly to watch it. Lt. Pedro Edvaldo de Souza took statements from
eyewitnesses, on instructions from the Brazilian Air Force Base at Fortaleza.

Investigator: Lt. Pedro Edvaldo de Souza, for the Brazilian Air Force.

Source: FSR Case Hist. #7 (Oct. 1971), 16.



69-31 Summer. 1969 0100 Near Danang. South Vietnam Type E
*

A soldier on guard duty in Vietnam saw a luminous figure aoproaching
•^ • slowly in the.sky. When it got closer, the figure was seen to be a naked

woman with bat wings, her skin and the wings completely black, but glowing.
-. , The body was covered with down. This apparition passed only 6-7 feet above
#. the witness's head and flew away, having been visible from 3-4 minutes. The

witness, Pfc. Earl Morrison (21) is the step-nephew of the investigator.

Investigator! Don Worley

Source: Worley. D., "The Winged Lady in Black," FSR Case Hist. #10
CJune 1972), 14-16'. 1



West

69-32 August 8. 1969 0200 /Akron. Ohio TyPe G-*
Mrs. Dollie Hansen had been in touch with UFO occupants and had been

promised atrip in aspaceship on Thursday, August 7. At 2a.m. °^riday
aknock came at her door, and outside was a superbly built young womanjith .
deep chestnut hair but no features on her face. Nevertheless, Mrs. '•.had
no fear, and went with her to a black car containing two men, which, wrapped
in a grey mist, conveyed them to the spaceship. She was given the proraisea
ride, but the source gives no details beyond this, except to say that the
spaceship was softly lighted and contained no visible seams or welds.

-V Investigator! Unknown. •

Source: Trench, B.L., Mysterious Visitors, 114-119. '•'."



1969 Addenda

August 11, 1969 Q500 30 km from Rouen (Seine Maritime), France Type C

Jean Migueres was driving an ambiance from Pernignan to Rouen when he heard
a,voice in his head say: "Do not be afraid, nothing bad will happen to you, you
will feel nothing... 2o minu.es later, he observed anearly spherical cloud moving
toward him, which *hen took the form of anucleus surrounded by an incandescent-
white ring having at its base a dull-black metallic platform atout 20:m.(65 ft) in
diameter. At the same time a "DS" car appeared, moving directly toward the ambu
lance. J.M. Was unable to avoid it, and a head-on collision took place; the ambu-
'•w!rW£\S-tr,TUi^ at the ti™ at 160 km/h (100 mph). After the crash, abeing
materialized on the seat beside J.M., and addressed him' telepathically in French:
Tlr™SSUr! fMy°U ^ °nny &P?*rently injured...you will feel no physical pain.'..Iam going to regenerate" you by aprocedure"that is not yet known on your planet."
Site W ^ &,P0UCh °n hlS b6lt adisC ab°ut lH in ^ameter, of an incandescentwhite luminosity, and applied it to the nape of J.M.'s neck. J.Li, felt aprickling
sensation all along his spinal column. The being said: "...This accident was neces
sary for you; we will come back to see you." Then he disappeared.

J.xvi., v/ith multiple injuries & broken bones, felt no pain then or later. He
underwent several lengthy operations and was twice pronounced "clinically dead."
After an internal hemorrhage with bursting of the gall bladder, he received atele-
ported toTho X \BT,thl h°S?ital L™edia^y"' which he obeyed, being •trans-
"dead" NeverS'^ *l *°ntP?"i«. near his home, where he was again pronounced «XAdead . Nevertheless he survived. After 3weeks in the i.iontpellier hospital he re->



ceived"a message": ~"Ybu have succeeded in your mission thanks to our help...you can
now go home...we will continue to protect you." He went home, but for 3 years his
broken bones remained unhealed. "Then one day, all the bones reknitted in record
time", and he v/as immediately able to walk again, vithout even a limp. J.U. says
that since his accident he has had the gift of healing. Le remains in contact with
the "extraterrestrials", who have given him a "code which permits him to free the
corresponding wavelength of his brain" to establish contact with them.

The "extraterrestrial" seen at the tine of the accident was of medium height, or
less, vdth a very swarthy skin and a big head with a very high & wide forehead, eyes
far apart, eyebrows "like scars", and brown hair cut short. He was wearing a coverall
or a pants-&-shirt combination resembling a military uniform, vdth no hat or helmet.
(Source has drawing.)

i

Investigator: Guy Tarade.•

Source; Summary by Jean-Luc Rivera of J.hi. 's book, "j'Etais Le Cobaye Des
Extraterrestres" (Promazur-RG, 1977.)



1969 - '11

69-33 August 19. 1969 0250 Nr F.acae (Rio de J.), Brazil Type C

'Luis Renato Hatos (50), a-school teacher, was driving his sister-in-law
and her two children from Ararauma to Campos. ,:iear hacae, he saw a blue;light
which, when seen again some 200 meters ahead, now appeared as a bright blue
inverted plate about 20 meters in diameter, and floating at an inclined angle
3 to 4 meters above the ground. His passengers were all sleeping. As he cane
around a bend in the road, Renato saw 5 or 6 snail human-like figures less
than a meter tall, all scurrying rapidly about; each one carried an illumin
ated pear-shaped implement, held by a small rod; these glowed like .red-hot
iron. Renato speeded the car up', and just after he passed through Macae his
headlights failed and the motor quit. He sat there for a'long while not
knowing what to do until, finally, he was again able to start the car and
proceed.

. Investigator: Unknown

Source: Richard Heiden's list of Type I cases, citing the series of
articles in early April, 1972, by Fernando Clete Kur.esV"Enigma.
Extraterrestre," in 0 Dia (the above on ^/l). Pereira



1969 - 11

6^-33 August 19. 1969 0250 Nr Kacae (Rio de J.),'Brazil Type C

'Luis Renato Hatos (50), a-school teacher, was driving his sister-in-law
and her two children from Ararauma to Campos. :.'ear I-iacae, he saw a blue;light
which, when seen again some 200 meters ahead, now appeared as a bright blue
inverted plate about 20 meters in diameter, and floating at an inclined angle
3 to 4 meters above the ground. His passengers were all sleeping. As he came
around a bend in the road, Renato saw 5 or c spall human-like figures less
than a meter tall, all scurrying rapidly about) each one carried an illumin- -;
ated p?ar-shaped implement, held by a small rod; these glowed like red-hot
iron. Renato speeded the car up', and just after he passed through Macae his
headlights failed and the motor quit. He sat there for a'long while not
knowing what to do until, finally, he was again able to start the car and
proceed.

,Investigator: Unknown •

Source: Richard Heiden's list of Type Incases, citing the series of
articles in early April, 1972, by Fernando Clete famesV"Enigma
Extraterrestre," in 0 Dia (the above on 4/1), Pereira



New

1969 Addenda .

August 27, 1969 2210 Cradle Hill (Warminster), England

11 people watching for UFOs saw on the ground something like a "burning
bush about 600 yards away, in the place called "Kidnapper's Hole". Christopher
Trubridge &Robert Coates ran in that direction. The light went out, but when
near the spot C.T. saw in the moonlight, 100 ft away, a figure about 7 ft tall,
dressed in a tight-fitting shiny blaok suit, with a gold sash or "bandolier"
around the neck & shoulder. It raised its right hand. Trubridge & Coates ran
back to the group.

Investigator: Arthur Shuttlewood.

Source: Cos-Mos. Dec. 1969, pp. 2-5.



1969 Addendum

New Fall. 1969 2200 Ann Arbor. Michigan Type A

Driving from Ann Arbor on Route 23 to their home in Toledo, Mrs. Meyers
•%%;.-" and her husband had just confe onto the entrance ramp of R. 23 outside Ann

Arbor when they saw, directly in front of them and at low altitude, an
object shaped like a thick saucer with a row of large brightly-lit windows
around its perimeter. They observed three human-like forms inside the

;- windows, -but could not see any details; they were in view from the waist
. up and with heads and arms in the proper places. They seemed to be looking

out. Then the object quickly vanished (how is not specified).
i

Investigator!

Source! Witness's letter to the Center, dated January 25, 1978.



I969 Addendum

New Fall, I969 Ab. 2300 Ann Arbor (Washtenaw), Mich. Type A

!

Mrs. Marlene Meyers and her husband were driving, back from Ann Arbor
to their home in Toledo- and were just entering the ramp onto Route 23 out
side Ann Arbor when they saw an object ahead of their car, low over the

: highway. It was disc-shaped and contained a row of large rectangular windows
. around the center, lit from within. They observed three human-like figures
standing at the center window, from the waist up, as though looking out at
the observers. Then the object moved quickly" out of view.

Investigator: Ted Bloecher (preliminary)

Source: Witness's letter of January 25, 1978, to the Center.



1969 Addenda

October 1969 143Q «• Clermont-Ferrand (?uy-de-D6me), France Type E I

On the slopes of tho barehill, Puy-de-Chanturge, about 50 ft from the place ",.
where she had previously seen 3 "gnomes" (see Feb. 1969), Mme. B. saw a nearly
black silhouette, like that of a man 8 l/2 ft tall wrapped up in a cloak; she
referred to this form &s "the shepherd." It remained in the same position until
the witness broke off the observation. She saw this form more than once, and
another man, a friend of theirs, saw it also from a different viewing point,

i -

Investigators: LDLN circle of Clermont-Riom.

Source: LDLN tfv/s (7/72), pp. 5f.



69-34 October (date uncertain), 1969 Nr Elkader, Iowa Type

The first of a series of encounters and contacts by an anonymous young

farmer and his pregnant wife, near Elkader (?), Clayton County, occurred about
the same time as the Steve S. CEIII (see Case 69-36). :I'«o details are available
for the initial case.

On subsequent occasions, a variety of beings were reported, including
very, amall (most often associated with small objects), 5j' beings, and hostile
entities of up to 10 ft tall (associated with large objects). On one'occasion
a combination of 2', 3i* and 5f' entities were seen in association with a
single object. Initially, incidents in Clayton and Allamakee Counties were
independent; the/ later contacted each other and compared notes,

families

The 5i' beings wore black belts around their waists that provided pro
tection. A group of these advanced on the farmer on one occasion; he hurled
a branch at them and it exploded in mid-air before the marching column. Cne
group had boots or shoes that enabled them to levitate; the 10 footers had a
type of boot from which "fire" was released from the soles.

One of the final contacts by the farmer, in July 1971, occurred when he
was ploughing his field. An object approached and landed, and its captain,
"Ne-ato," emerged and addressed the farmer, who asked to be left alone. The
UFOnaut wanted him to come to the object: the "medic" of the crew had been
shot by a farmer and was dying. The young farmer followed Ne-ato back to the
craft and entered, and inside the "medic" was lying on the floor with a large
shotgun wound in his chest. There was nothing the farmer could do; ami the
UFOnaut died and the farmer was asked to leave. He said that he was later
advised by He-ato that "they got the farmer who shot him." He had been ->



vulnerable because he had not been wearing his protective belt whenhe was
shot. (See also Case 69-36 for the .parallel serifes in Allamakee County.)

Investigators: Ralph Degraw; Dr. J. Allen Hynek.

; _ Source: Telephone call from Ralph Degraw on December 21, I974.

-L..



1969 Addenda

October 1969 1430 ••Clermont-Ferrand (?uy-de-Dfcie), France Type E

On the'slopes of the bare hill,- Puy-de-Chanturge, about 50 ft from the place
where she had previously seen'3 "gnomes" (see Feb. 1969), Mme.iB. saw a nearly
black silhouette, like that of a man 8 l/2 ft tall wrapped up in a cloak; she
reforred to this form &s "the shepherd." it remained in the same position until
the witness broke off the observation. She saw this form more than once, and
another man, a friend of theirs, saw it also from a different viewing point.

Investigators: LDLN circle of Clerniont-Riom.

Source: LDLN #v/3 (7/72), pp. 5f.



1969 Addenda

Oct. 9, 1969 1945 Berleur, Belgium . *. Type C
Jacques Yerna, 16, ties riding a horse along a lane when he saw a UFO vath

4 blinking red lights, approaching him slowly and silently at a low altitude. It
gave off powerful flashes of white light by which its silhouette, almost round,
could be seen. Then he saw, above the trees.of a little wood nearby, a 2nd such
craft, black, likewise with 4 blinking red lights, but only half as large. It moved
behind the first UFO, and both flew'off together. Then, as he passed the little
wood, he found a parked car in the lane, vath a man standing in the adjacent field.
His horse took fright at this point.

Investigators: Laboratoires d1Analyse et d1Experimentation Technique (Dept.
of OVNI), Liege. * '

Source: LDLN #"' ( ), pp. lOf.



69-35 October 9. 1969 (Day?) Makalle (Chaco). Argentina Type A

Amaro Lotcket, a well-known farmer in the area, was driving his small
truck when he was seized by a sudden sensation of coldness, or of fear;- on
stopping he saw, 10 meters away, three strange beings occupying an object
that was perched in the top of a largeitree, weighing it down. The beings
were about 80 cm tall, with long blond,hair and a single eye. Without any
noise, the object ascended into the sky and disappeared. Police later found
scorch marks and other traces in the tree.

Investigator: Unknown. .

Source": La Razon, Buenos Aires,' April 19, 1973 (report of a conference
"oh encounters with extraterrestrial beings, including reports of
Argentian encounters, chaired by Christian Vogh & Antonio Las
Haras', Jr).

1969 Corrigenda

7rl065; October 9, 1969 Makalle (Chaco), Argentina

\->" Banchs' catalogue of Argentinian cases ("FenbL.cnoiogia") (Mo. 19) gives^the
place as Laguna Blanca (Chaco) end the time as 1730. Add reference;, ^a Razon (u. A.)
10/l0/69..



.69r36' October 16,-1969 1700 tfatervillo. Iowa Type B

UFOs, seen in the area for two years, had been landing regularly since
early spring on the S (name confidential) farm. On Oct. 8, 10-year-old Steve
(one of 4 children), with another youngster, had seen a UFO at the base of a
cloud, and snapped a picture. The object apparently landed, leaving traces.

On the 16th, Steve watched a spherical (?) UFO, 10 ft wide and 6-7 ft
high, land notf60 ft away from him. His attention was caught by the humming
sound it emitted as it set down in a southwest pasture on the farm. The boy
hid behind a tlree and watched as a ramp came out silently and smoothly. A
little man, 3 to 4 ft tall, with long arms *mmaa&±a&mKaemm**&baa and
hands with only two digits, emerged with a bowrlegged kind of gait. He wore
a disproportionately large yellow-brown (or gold) helmet, which he took oil
to wipe his brow; the boy could see that he was bald, and had a pale-green
complexion, lalrge eyes set close together, a slit-like mouth and a double
slit where thdnose would be. He was dressed in a white spacesuit. The being
looked directly at Steve, then'put his helmet back on and re-entered the IftO.

In another early encounter (date unknown) with a 2-ft being, Steve had
discovered a 'Iscanning device" on the roof of his barn; he pocketed the imple
ment and almost Immediately the being appeared from nowhere and snatched the
instrument away from him. Later a second similar device was found and when the
same thing happened, the boy struggled with the entity and the device fell to
the floor, part of which rolled into a crack. The fragment was retrieved and
allegedly is still in the family's possession. • _ ->.



On still another occasion, a 10-ft entity appeared in iront 01 a ±arge-
plate glass window in the farmhouse; a tube was pointed at Steve and a white
beam" of light hit him in the chest, hurting him and leaving red whelts. The
window was broken in the attack.

' On yet another occasion the boy was asked if he wanted to ride in a UFO
to another planet; he said he wanted to go to Pluto, but the UFOnauts con-
promised on Venus, and all he saw were heavy clouds (l). The round trip took
only 45 minutes.

Investigators: Brad Steiger; Kevin"Handle; Dr. Hynek; Ralph Degraw;
Ed Olseh and Bob Griffadel; et al.

Sources: For the 10/l6th encounter, Steiger, B., "Scorched Holes and
Little Men in Iowa Fields," Saucers,!;Space and Science #61 (1971).
7-3; Steiger, 3., "The UFOnaut in the Pasture," Woodlawn (Calif.)
Democrat, Jan. 19, 1972, and The Cleburne County (Ark.) Times,
March 1, 1973; Handle, K., "Mysterious Clues Left Behind by UFOs,"
Saga's 1973 UFO SPECIAL, 20-23, 76; Handle, K., "The Iowa UFO
Landings," OFFICIAL UFO #2 (August 1975), 41-42; personal tele
phone conversation with Mr. Handle, late ;."ov. 197'5; no^es on the
tape transcript of interview with Steve 3. by Ed Clsen and Bob Grif-
fadel, courtesy- of CUFOS. For. the Steve S. attendent incidents,
personal communication (telephone) from Ralph Degraw, Dec. 21, 1974.



69-37 October 17. 1969 Svenlng Helsinki, Finland Type F

"K.N.", a 47-year-old Helsinki man, was in his kitchen when he found him
self pulled backward by a tentacle of light coiled around his chest. Turning
.around, he saw a shapeless light 18" above the floor and about 12 ft away.
From the ceiling.above the light a voice addressed hi;n (in Finnish), telling
him he had. been selected for contact because he was not afraid, and saying
that they "wished the people well." Refusing to meet him in person because
the sound, of their teleportive machine infuriated dogs, the unseen communi
cant said he would return in two years.

Investigator: Timo Fyhala, for the Finnish Vlnterplanetarian" Soc.

Source: Pyhala, T., "Contact in Helsinki," FSR Case Hist. #8 (Dec. 197lJ,
7-8 (reprinting from Vinana #2, 1971).



1969 Addenda
i

November, 1969. 0430 Bloomsburg, Pa. Type F

Mrs. Roseann Dick had been lying on her sofa for 5-10 min. when she heard
a deep whispering voice say: "Wake up and stand on your feet." When she had
done so, the voice (within her mind) told her that she could not move, which
she found to be true. Then she was suddenly "transferred outside, floating
toward a spaceship hovering high above my home." She saw this only momentarily
before "everything blanked out" and she came to herself, trembling, on the sofa.*
Since this experience she has been unable to sleep without a night-light. She
has also had "visions of the solar system in a subtle energy imbalance and of
the earth1s core being inefficiently cooled", etc., which she has written down.

Investigator: none.

Sources: Mrs. Dick's letters of lo/2l/76 to the National Enquirer
(courtesy Bob Pratt) and of Z/Zz/'(1 to D. Webb.

* Note: there is the possibility of a time lapse.



69-38 November 9> 1969 Night Palmer, Massachusetts . Type C

In one of many incidents involving Stella Lansing, she produced the
following account by a 9-year-old of an encounter on the above date: "We
went riding in the car and I saw lights. We flashed ,to it and it flashed
back. We clapped the light on it and it began to come closer. lie saw a
black man about ei^ht feet tall and I saw something like a wolf, but it was
not a wolf. It had a strange body, two and a half feet long. It had three
fingers and a face.1' A crude drawing accompanies the reproduction of the
note but there are no additional data in the article.

Investigator: Dr. Berthold Schwarz, for FSR.

Source: Schwarz, 3. E., "Stella Lansing's .UFC Kotion Pictures," FSR
XVIII-1 (Jan.-Feb. 1972), 5.



69-39 November 17. 1969* 0900** Olavarria (Buenos Aires). Argentina Type E'

Upon arising, Aquilo Ramon Acosta/went into the yard for water and sav
up to 17 strange beings with powerful lights that lit up the area. About 10
of them were clustered outside the paddock fence, v.-hile another group of 7
were inside the paddock. Acosta could see them clearly only from the waist
down, and said they were wearing a shining, transparent garment. .One came
over the fence and approached to within 8 meters of\the witness; 'he carried
a rod-like implement which he raised into the air, upon which he suddenly
rose into the air and_sailed back over the fence. The witness then observed

closely the group in the paddock who turned their lights~upon" himT "lie "felt a
sudden heavy blow as everything Jit up and, alarmed, and stunned, he retreated
indoors. From a window Acosta saw the beings run ialong the wire fence that
enclosed the paddock three times, shining their lights on the ground. They
appeared especially interested in a dung-heap. The visitation lasted nearly
an hour,, and a window pane in the door was broken; presumably when the beams
of light were played upon the witness. At the site, reporters later found
traces, including footprints as well as holes in the ground. Acosta suffered
headaches and other effects following the encounter. Strangely,, he said that
his dogjs were unusually quiet', as though asleep, throughout the experience.

Envestigator: Unknown.

Source:' Creighton, G., "Another Strange Affair at Olavarria," FSR XVI-2
.'- (March-April 1970), 26-27 (citing La Razon. Buenos Airs, November

25, 1969)} La Razon, April 19, 1973. '

* The date given by FSR is wrong; it should be Nov. 17, I969.
** The time is probably more correctly 6 a.m.. since it was still dark.



69-40 December 27. 1969 0200 Near Atlanta. Georgia ' Type B (C?)

Miss "Mary Smith" (anon.) and her mother were in their car parked aiong
the side of the road when the mother vsaw a black saucer-shaped object with a
flat bottom hovering some distance away; the bottom opened slowly and from it
dropped a sort of "plastic bubble" (seen by both women) with a glowing light
inside. It drifted downward, separating into 3 glowing "arrow-shaped" objects
that came to rest in a parking lot across the street. Shortly afterwards they
paw at the spot 3 dark figures, like men with wide shoulders and narrow hips,
but with arms shorter than normal; one was much larger than the others, and
all»three were "sweeping furiously" with implements like lawn rakes, in an
area about 9 ft in diameter. What they swpt up was put into a container in
the center shaped like a basket. At one point the larger figure chased some
thing to the edge of the street and caught it in his hand, picking it up and
running back to put it in the basket. When two boys in a car approached and
saw the beings, they drove into the parking lot; the figures then simply
disappeared.

Investigator: Ted Phillips, for MUFOH.

Source! MUFOH Skylook #43 (June 1971), 3-4.



1969 Addenda

69- : 19*69 or 197Q Belfast, Northern Ireland Type G

The witness, a married woman with 3 children, claims to have been aboard spaeeoraft
many times, beginning in 1969 or 1970. It seemed to the investigators that she was
describing "a psyohio experience rather than a real physical experlenoe." The in
terior of the craft is white, with spacious rooms containing circular furniture; one
room.was a kitchen, "where she was shown some cooking methods that she has since
tried with success." The spacemen are like "perfect human beings", with shoulder-
length hairj they speak to her in English. They have proposed a solution for peaoe
in Northern Ireland & want her to write a book about it, but she is reluotant to do
so. They come from various planets} some are from "the dark side of the moon."
They are here to help us. The investigators were not convinced that the story is
true.

Investigators: Miles Johnston & J. Hind, for NUFON.

Source: Northern UFOlogy #1 (Oct. *76), pp. 13f.


